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ADDITIONAL WRITTEN COMMENTS 

Reviewer 1 

This is a highly original piece of research which applied a sophisticated survey using Qualtrix to 

evaluate why the French public does not protest against France’s arms exports to states which 

lack democratic credentials.  The research effectively addresses the research questions and builds 

on existing research in a highly effective way to address a gap in the literature from a number of 

perspectives: the dissertation investigates the causes of non-participation in protest (in the case of 

France and arms exports) as well as the French public’s knowledge of France’s arms trade. The 

author addressed the ethical issues of the use of mild deception in the survey very effectively and 

crafted the survey scenarios with great care also to establish a solid basis for data collection. The 

resultant data also serve as a sound basis to address the research questions very effectively, also.  

The hypotheses test research findings from the existing literature and deepen research into this 

area very effectively. 

The literature reviews on firstly, democratic participation and protest and secondly, the specific 

area of protest against arms exports demonstrated excellent engagement with the relevant 

literature and the empirical research that follow clearly addresses the literature gap identified. 

Discussion of the methodology and how the survey was designed and applied was detailed 

carefully and although ambitious in its scope, nonetheless, the author was highly successful in 

securing a very large number of responses (2787 people). Great care was paid to the 

representativeness of the sample, and analysis of the results systematically and effectively 

addressed the hypotheses. 

The written style was sophisticated and the discussion thoughtful. Overall an excellent and very 

promising research project which looks to be worthy of publication and which could be 

developed as a doctoral research project. Very well done!  
Reviewer 2 

The dissertation intends to investigate the apparent tension between ethically problematic French 

weapon exports and the lack of public’s opposition to the exports. The topic is undeniably 

interesting, and the author succeeded in forming a robust theoretical framework as well in 

carrying out a methodologically sound research. Even if the following are minor points, they still 

represent shortcomings, which should not be overlooked. First, as already expressed, the 

theorization is appreciated, however, it is appropriate, when deriving hypotheses, to rely on the 

utilized theories (or at least to let the reader know that this is the case). This is unfortunately not 

the case. Second, and more profoundly, there is a tension between the question which is supposed 

to be answered and the one which is actually answered. The survey reveals the French public’s 

sentiment towards ethically problematic weapon exports in a robust way, this is the answer to the 

latter question. However, the former questions about why there are no protests against the exports 

is left unanswered because the answer cannot be apparently derived from the general sentiment of 

French public. It seems that this is a result of deriving the hypotheses without guiding the reader 

through the particular application of non-participation theorization. That being said, these are 

once again merely minor points. Overall, the dissertation represents a well-executed piece of 

research. 
 

 
 
 


